Gujarat Technological University has organized one day seminar on Patent Search and Report Analysis. The intension of the seminar is to spread awareness and provide information to the faculty members about patent search and analysis.

We Asst Prof Kunal Megha and Asst Prof Hardik Patel attended the one day seminar on Patent Search and Report Analysis. In this workshop, we got the knowledge about How to search the patent relevant your Research Area and how to register new patent on Patent website.

Dr. Manish Rachchh and Prof Amitkumar Patel were the speaker for that Seminar.

Here we briefly described the course content which was delivered by Prof Manish Rachchh.

- How to register?
- What is patent?
- How to search Patent?
- How to Upload Patent?

Patent is a grant given by the Government to an inventor for having made and invention, which possesses the property of novelty, non-obvious and industrial utility. Once granted, a patent gives the inventor the right to exclude others from making, using, selling, importing or offering for sale the invention for the duration of the patent term, which is usually 20 years.

**Invention:**

It means any new process or product involving inventive step and capable of industrial utility.

**New invention:**

It means any invention or technology which has not been anticipated by publication in any document or used in the country or elsewhere in the world before the date of filing of patent application with complete specification, i.e., the subject matter has not fallen in public domain or that it does not form part of the state of the art.

This seminar was intended to provide awareness of Patent and preparing the report on Patent for final year student’s Project. So some kind of new creation will be carried out from the GTU student.
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